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Part 1:   Statistical Information

Table 1:  Distribution of the candidates’ grades for the AM Level Philosophy May 2012

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total
Number 10 34 49 23 21 34 18 189

% of Total 5.3 18.0 25.9 12.2 11.1 18.0 9.5 100.0

Paper 1

Section A: Logic

Correcting the Logic section, the impression one gets is reminiscent of reviewing answer-entries for some quiz-
game; even the majority of the papers of the candidates who score highest corroborate this impression. Very
rarely does one encounter an answer - especially to the first question of question 1, which tests the student's
holistic understanding of the enterprise of Logic - that manifests proper understanding of what the question
asks. Being somewhat more abstract, it is probably more difficult for the candidates to integrate Logic
coherently into their idea of the subject 'philosophy'; this problem should therefore be directly and more properly
addressed. One suggestion would be that more attention and emphasis is given to Vincent Riolo's book
Introduction to Logic; the short introduction to this book should be read more thoroughly and discussed as a
general introduction to the course and its wider philosophical significance; and, every new step should be
introduced and explained primarily through direct reference to this text and its systematic unfolding of the
subject. Unfortunately, the heavily stylized, standard and generally alienated answers that even the best
candidates give make one suspect that this is in fact not happening.

Section B: Philosophy of Language

Not one candidate chose to tackle question 4 - on David E. Cooper's Meaning. This fact is possibly indicative of
teachers' attitude to the teaching of this section of the syllabus. It is evident that, for some reason, (possibly
students are being taught only Peter Serracino Inglott's Peopled Silence or encouraged to tackle only the
question referring to the latter, or any other reason), candidates are evidently not really capable of fruitfully
facing the choice of which question to tackle in their exam. Overall, however, candidates seem to understand
the importance of language both in philosophy and everyday life and understanding.

Section C: History of Philosophy

Very few candidates answered question 6 (on Hume), the majority opted for question 5 (on Descartes). The
majority of the (Descartes) answers indicate that candidates are familiar with one, rigidly set, narrative of
Descartes' philosophy. One should expect A-Level candidates to have a better grasp of the subject and also to
be more creative and dynamic in their exposition of the thought of such a great figure. Evidently, more attention
should be given to teach the place of Descartes in the 'history' of (specifically modern) philosophy and guide
them to see how his method fits and fulfils this place. This is an essential requisite for the candidates to feel
confident to have grasped the peculiar attitude that characterizes and differentiates modern philosophy and
would possibly help them feel more confident to tackle questions relating to other modern thinkers, not only
Descartes. It is good to note that essays answering the Hume question were more focused, well developed and
manifest good understanding of his thought and its importance for the history of philosophy.
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Paper 2

Section A: Ethics
The performance of candidates in this first section was generally good. Almost all candidates chose the second
(Gordon Graham’s) title of which the majority knew what they should answer, with only a few missing out some
of the major exponents required. All candidates that chose Finnis wrote an account of Kant’s Categorical
Imperative and Duty-based ethics.

Section B: Selected Texts 1
In this section, the dominant title was Aristotle’s title on moral goodness. Many of the essays were of a good
standard with minor failures in mentioning some required aspect, particularly the three practical rules of conduct
found at the end of the chapter. The other small group of candidates who opted for the Phaedrus title were also
of a similarly good standard. No one chose the J.S. Mill based title.

Section C: Selected Texts 2
Again in this section there is a heavy dominance in choosing Charles Taylor’s title, most of which were high
quality essays. Some candidates differed from the majority by choosing J.L. Austin’s title. Those who opted for
the latter title knew the subject matter very well. Finally, Gilbert Ryle’s and Gadamer’s titles were not chosen.
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